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New fits for the resistivity and electrothermal tensors are obtained 
that give physically accurate results for magnetic field advection  

• Magnetic field advection due to the magnetized resistivity and electrothermal
tensors depends on modified transport coefficients

• The modified transport coefficients require a reconsideration of existing fits
– Braginskii’s fits1 give significant errors in advection due to the perpendicular resistivity, 

but are accurate for large Hall parameters ce ® ¥

– Epperlein-Haines’ fits2 give non-physical results for advection due to the perpendicular 
resistivity and perpendicular electrothermal coefficient for Hall parameters ce < 1

– Ji-Held’s fits3 give non-physical results for advection due to the perpendicular resistivity 
and perpendicular electrothermal coefficient for Hall parameters ce ® 0
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The starting point is Braginskii’s form of Ohm’s law without 
electron viscosity



Braginskii’s resistivity (h||, h^, hÙ) and electrothermal (b||, b^, bÙ)  
coefficients when substituted into the magnetic induction equation 
can be rearranged into source, advection and diffusion terms



Braginskii’s resistivity (h||, h^, hÙ) and electrothermal (b||, b^, bÙ)  
coefficients when substituted into the magnetic induction equation 
can be rearranged into source, advection and diffusion terms

Electrothermal source term



Braginskii’s resistivity (h||, h^, hÙ) and electrothermal (b||, b^, bÙ)  
coefficients when substituted into the magnetic induction equation 
can be rearranged into source, advection and diffusion terms

Advection



Braginskii’s resistivity (h||, h^, hÙ) and electrothermal (b||, b^, bÙ)  
coefficients when substituted into the magnetic induction equation 
can be rearranged into source, advection and diffusion terms

Nernst velocity ~ advection with perpendicular electron heat flux



Braginskii’s resistivity (h||, h^, hÙ) and electrothermal (b||, b^, bÙ)  
coefficients when substituted into the magnetic induction equation 
can be rearranged into source, advection and diffusion terms

Advection with cross-field (Righi-Leduc) electron heat flux



Braginskii’s resistivity (h||, h^, hÙ) and electrothermal (b||, b^, bÙ)  
coefficients when substituted into the magnetic induction equation 
can be rearranged into source, advection and diffusion terms

Modified Hall term ~ advection with perpendicular electrothermal heat flux -β^ j Te



Braginskii’s resistivity (h||, h^, hÙ) and electrothermal (b||, b^, bÙ)  
coefficients when substituted into the magnetic induction equation 
can be rearranged into source, advection and diffusion terms

Advection to lower resistivity



Braginskii’s resistivity (h||, h^, hÙ) and electrothermal (b||, b^, bÙ)  
coefficients when substituted into the magnetic induction equation 
can be rearranged into source, advection and diffusion terms

Diffusion



The resistivity can be rearranged in the same manner as the 
electrothermal terms leaving just η|| in the advection-diffusion 
terms and adding a new advection term



The resistivity can be rearranged in the same manner as the 
electrothermal terms leaving just η|| in the advection-diffusion 
terms and adding a new advection term

Cross-field Hall term ~ advection with cross-field electrothermal heat flux -βÙ b´j Te



Another formulation leaves just η^ in the advection-diffusion terms 
and adds a new term with the same modified resistivity coefficient 



Another formulation leaves just η^ in the advection-diffusion terms 
and adds a new term with the same modified resistivity coefficient 

New term with advection and growth/decay effects



All formulations are mathematically equivalent so all forms of the transport 
coefficients that appear in them must be physically accurate.



The modified transport coefficients require a reconsideration of 
well-established fits

• Braginskii1 gives fits to a 3-term expansion accurate to ±20%

• Epperlein-Haines2 give fits to a numerical solution accurate to ±15%

• Ji-Held3 give fits to a 160-term expansion accurate to ±1%
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The stated accuracies do not apply to the modified coefficients.



Perpendicular resistivity h^

Braginskii’s faster increase with ce can give significant errors in Ñh^
Braginskii and Epperlein-Haines can give incorrect values of Ñh^ due to variations in Z

η^ ® 1



Modified Hall term 1+ηÙ/ce

All fits agree to better than 5% for 1+ηÙ/ce
Braginskii’s error in the limiting form of ηÙ as ce ® ¥ is irrelevant

1+ηÙ/ce ® 1



Nernst velocity coefficient βÙ/ce

Braginskii’s underestimate at ce < 2 can be physically significant at Z = 1
Velikovich’s* dimensionless Nernst wave velocity w at Z = 1 is 0.245 from Braginskii, 0.344 from 
Epperlein-Haines, and 0.380 from Ji-Held ~ 55% increase from Braginskii

βÙ ® 1.5/ce
2

*A. L. Velikovich, J. L. Giuliani, and S. T. Zalesak, Phys. Plasmas 26, 112702 (2019)



Cross-field velocity coefficient (b||-b^)/ce

Only Braginskii is physically accurate; the incorrect limiting form for b^ as ce ® ¥ is irrelevant
Epperlein-Haines greatly overestimates cross-field advection at ce < 1

(b||-b^)/ce ® b||/ce



The Fokker-Planck code OSHUN* shows that Braginskii is accurate 
at small ce and Ji-Held is accurate at higher ce

*M. Tzoufras, A. R. Bell, P. A. Norreys and F. S. Tsung, J. Computational Physics 230, 6475 (2011)
M. Tzoufras, A. Tableman, F. S. Tsung, W. B. Mori and A. R. Bell, Phys. Plasmas 20, 056303 (2013)



The new resistivity coefficient (h^-h||)/ce mirrors the behavior of the 
cross-field velocity coefficient (b||-b^)/ce

Braginskii has the wrong shape and is a significant overestimate at intermediate ce
Ji-Held is only incorrect at intermediate Z

(h^-h||)/ce ® (1-h||)/ce



None of the fits for η^ are adequate.
Only Braginskii’s b^ is physically correct.



Ji-Held’s fitting coefficients for b^ and h^ have been modified and 
direct fits found for (b||-b^)/ce and (h^-h||)/ce



New fits for the resistivity and electrothermal tensors are obtained 
that give physically accurate results for magnetic field advection  

• Magnetic field advection due to the magnetized resistivity and electrothermal
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The new fits

(b||-b^)/ce (h^-h||)/ce

b0 = 1-h||
b1 = 1.507



The full modified Ji and Held fits; parallel and perpendicular 
resistivity 



The full modified Ji and Held fits; the modified Hall term



The full modified Ji and Held fits; parallel and perpendicular 
electrothermal coefficients



The full modified Ji and Held fits; the Nernst velocity coefficient


